
Complete each sentence using the right subject from the word box. 

2) can be trained to speak.

1) wags its tail on seeing his master.

9) is a habitat for hundreds of animals and trees.

8) have beautiful wings.

3)

5) enjoyed the ride.

4) will be closed after lunchtime.

6)

7) took his !ock of sheep to the "eld.

10) climbed the tree.
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Name :

Add a Subject

A subject is the person, thing or place which is spoken about in a 

sentence. It is generally a noun or a pronoun.

Example: The squirrel is eating nuts.

The school Little Charlie The coachThis jungle

The dogThe shepherd A parrot

The naughty monkeyButter!ies The "re"ghter

trained the boys.

put out the "re.
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Complete each sentence using the right subject from the word box. 

2) can be trained to speak.A parrot

1) The dog wags its tail on seeing his master.

9) This jungle is a habitat for hundreds of animals and trees.

8) Butter!ies have beautiful wings.

3) The "re"ghter

5) enjoyed the ride.Little Charlie

4) The school will be closed after lunchtime.

6) The coach

7) took his !ock of sheep to the "eldThe shepherd .

10) climbed the tree. The naughty monkey
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Add a Subject

A subject is the person, thing or place which is spoken about in a 

sentence. It is generally a noun or a pronoun.

Example: The squirrel is eating nuts.

trained the boys.

put out the "re.

The school Little Charlie The coachThis jungle

The dogThe shepherd A parrot

The naughty monkeyButter!ies The "re"ghter
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